Knights and Knaves
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2-11-18
Knights and knaves are logically minded people. Knights make sure to always
tell the truth whenever they say anything, and knaves always lie whenever
they say anything. That is, whenever knights speak, they always make precise
logical statements that are true.

Whenever knaves speak, they make precise

logical statements that are false.

You're visiting an island inhabited by only

knights and knaves, but you don't know who is who! However, with carefully
asked questions to everyone you meet, you will be able to gure out who are
knights and who are knaves.

Part I: Meeting the islanders.
1.

You nally meet someone on the island and immediately ask whether they
are a knight. How do they answer?

2.

Realizing your mistake, you think for a little bit. Then you ask, If I asked
if you were a knight, what would you say?, then they reply no. What are
they?
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3.

Walking along, you nally meet Betsy and Mariam on the island, and begin
to have a conversation. Realizing they could be lying about everything, you
nally ask about whether they are knights or knaves. In response, Betsy
says, If you asked Mariam if she was a knight, she would say no., and
Mariam says, If you asked Betsy if she was a knight, she would say yes.
What are they?

4.

Afterwards, you meet Tom and Broderick, and ask them the same question
as to Betsy and Mariam.

Tome says, If you asked Broderick if I was a

knight, he would say no.

Broderick says, If you asked Tom if I was a

knight, he would say yes. What are they?

5.

Now you come across another pair of islanders, one named Nan and one
named Delly. You ask Nan, Is Delly a knave? Rather than respond, Nan
whispers the answer to Delly. You ask Delly whether Nan whispered Yes,
and Nan replies, No! What is Nan?
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6.

A group of Knights and Knaves work for Ye Ole Beer Shoppe.

Knights

always tell the truth, while Knaves always lie. When each and every one
of the employees were asked two questions, they all said the exact same
answers:
Q: "How many people work harder than you?" R: At most 10 people work

harder than I do.
Q: "How many people get better payment than you?" R: At least 100

people have better salaries.
How many employees worked at Ye Ole Beer Shoppe in total?

7.

7. I met two men who lived there and asked the taller man "Are both of
you Knights?". He replied with a "Yes" or "No", but from his answer, I
could not gure out what type of person each man was. I then asked the
shorter man "Is the taller man a Knight?".

He replied with a "Yes" or

"No", and after that I knew which type of person each man was.Were the
men Knights or Knaves?
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Part II: Island Rituals
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